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Do you have a plan to navigate the unknowns?
Life sciences companies, either headquartered or with substantial
operations in the UK, must now begin to plan for a future outside
the European Union (EU) following the UK referendum on 24 June
in which the UK people voted to leave the EU. The UK Government
must now invoke Article 50 of the Lisbon treaty to trigger the leaving
process. Precisely when they will do this is uncertain — probably the
end of 2016 or early 2017. At that point, the UK Government has
up to two years to leave the EU, during which time it can negotiate a
withdrawal agreement.
The initial aftermath of the Brexit referendum was a political
earthquake in the UK and widespread concern about far-reaching
economic aftershocks. Much is uncertain across the political,
j]_mdYlgjq$][gfgea[Yf\ÕfYf[aYddYf\k[Yh]kmfladl`]l]jekg^l`]
exit are negotiated and agreed with the EU (which includes agreement
from all the other 27 EU participating countries). Companies
therefore need a plan to navigate the unknowns. For example, how
will the drug approval processes now operate? How will supply chains
be affected by the new trade agreements? What will be the effects
of parallel trade in both the short and longer term? What are the tax,
regulatory and legal considerations that need to be addressed? How
can M&A and capital deployment be optimized?
There are about 70,000 people working in the life sciences industry in
the UK. Approximately 7% of these workers are non-UK EU nationals.
What will Brexit eventually mean for them? The question of whether
free movement of labor should be possible between the UK and other
European countries was an issue at the heart of the referendum
debate. Until the exact terms of the exit are known, the employment
rights and options for that 7% remain uncertain.
Despite the many unknowns, for now, companies can best position
themselves for the challenges and opportunities that will emerge by
carefully considering potential scenarios and the relevant issues.

Will the UK choose the hard or soft option?
As Theresa May takes over from David Cameron as Britain’s Prime
Minister and begins to ready her Brexit team, much of the initial
post-Brexit political turmoil has subsided. Yet before Prime Minister

May invokes Article 50, her team must decide a basis upon which to
negotiate the exit. Will it be a soft, hard or somewhere-in-between
approach?
Under a soft exit, the UK would adopt a position similar to Norway’s,
departing from the EU but not the European Economic Area (EEA).
Retention of membership in the EEA would allow the UK to share
kge]g^l`]kYe]Z]f]ÕlkYk=ME]eZ]jKlYl]k&>afYf[aYdeYjc]lk
are currently operating on the assumption that this is very likely the
option the UK will pursue.
A hard exit, on the other hand, would put the UK on the same footing
YkKoalr]jdYf\&Oal`e]eZ]jk`ahaff]al`]jl`]=Mfgjl`]==9$
Koalr]jdYf\ak$^jgeYj]_mdYlgjqhgaflg^na]o$egj]akgdYl]\l`Yf
Norway. Were the UK to choose this option, changes would likely
be considerably more extensive than in a soft exit. Additionally, a
`Yj\]pal[gmd\d]Y\lg_j]Yl]jafklYZadalqYf\Öm[lmYlagfkafÕfYf[aYd
markets.
The UK is currently working very hard to calm these concerns and
convey that the UK will remain a powerhouse for life sciences.
Af\]]\$l`]af\mkljq`YkZ]]fkh][aÕ[Yddq[al]\YkaehgjlYfl^gjl`]
MCZqHjae]Eafakl]jEYq\mjaf_`]jafalaYd\Yqkafg^Õ[]&L`YlkYa\$
da^]k[a]f[]kÕjekf]]\lg[gfka\]jYf\hj]hYj]^gjYddhgl]flaYd
eventualities.
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Opportunities and risks for clients to consider
As life sciences companies weigh their options, there are a number of
opportunities and risks they should consider.

Commercial implications
When considering the commercial implications, life sciences
companies will want to pay attention to six issues, both positive and
negative, and plan accordingly:
1. Currency. Based on early reaction, there is every indication
that Brexit will affect currency, particularly the pound, parallel
trade, reference pricing and cost of goods for logistics.
UK pharmaceutical companies are currently experiencing
strong sales. Pharma giants such as AstraZeneca (AZ) and
?dYpgKeal`Cdaf] ?KC!Yj]Z]f]Õlaf_^jgel`]o]Yc]jhgmf\&
K`gmd\l`]hgmf\Ìko]Ycf]kk[gflafm]hgkl%:j]pal$o]]ph][l
strong sales to continue. Further, a decrease in the size of
the parallel trade market will give UK manufacturing sales an
additional boost. Although a low British pound may help boost
sales revenues, there may be risks around reference pricing.
A hard exit could negatively affect the UK’s ability to obtain
discounted drug prices, which would ultimately have a global
effect on prices.
2. Parallel trade. The amount of prescription drugs imported
through parallel trade into the UK will likely decline under Brexit,
adding another pricing unknown as the UK renegotiates trade
relationships with the EU.
3. Reference pricing. UK prices are used as a reference for a
fmeZ]jg^gl`]j=M[gmflja]k&K]llaf_hja[]kafhgmf\k^gjf]o
product launches may negatively impact the price of medicine in
other countries.
4. Trade tariffs. In terms of trade tariffs, although a tariff isn’t
likely on actual medicines, primary ingredients could be subject
to trade restrictions. This, as well as tariffs on packaging, would
have the effect of making UK products — pharma and otherwise —
more expensive.

5. Drug launches. The European Medicines Agency (EMA),
currently headquartered in London, enables pharmaceutical
companies to go through a single approval process, reducing
l`][gklg^\jm_YhhjgnYdkka_faÕ[Yfldq&Mf\]jY`Yj\]pal$
pharmaceutical companies would likely have to revert to seeking
approval through the Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA), on a country-by-country basis, which
will require considerably more time, effort and resources.
6. Human capital. Commercially, the most predominant difference
between a hard and soft exit, and the distinction that life sciences
companies need to focus on, is that with a soft exit, people will
still be able to move freely across borders. Under a hard exit,
they will not. Rather, it puts thousands of people in a position of
having to move to new countries. Not only will this have a direct
impact on current employees of life sciences companies, but
l`]MCÌkkh`]j]g^afÖm]f[]Yf\alkYZadalqlgj]lYafk[a]flaklkaf
key UK centers will likely be diminished. Life sciences companies
should take pains to keep employees feeling positive about
being based in the UK during this time of uncertainty. However,
they should also be formulating a people strategy for the next
six to nine months and creating a team to investigate the issue
of relocation. Given that moving is not the preferred course
of action, life sciences companies would do well to focus on
establishing a strong lobbying presence with the Government in
an effort to avoid it.

When considering the
commercial implications,
life sciences companies
will want to pay attention
to six issues, both
positive and negative,
and plan accordingly.
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Commercial levers to manage
Currency

MCkh`]j]g^afÖm]f[]

Commercial landscape

Trade barriers and tariffs

Key impacts:
• UK companies
Z]f]Õlaf_^jgeo]Yc

Key impacts:
UK less of a center for
clinical investment

• Non-UK companies
having small impact

• UK position, global key
opinion leaders (KOLs)

Key impacts:
• Kaf_d]kmZeakkagf
framework with
European Medicines
Agency (EMA)

Key impacts:
• Cost for goods and
repackaging of products
in the UK

Parallel trade
Reference pricing
;G?K^gjdg_akla[k

Look at real underlying
sales performance
Degree of
impact at:
Two weeks
Two months
Two years

• 80% of KOLs for
respiratory are
currently UK-based
• Ability to retain
scientists in key UK
centers (approx. 20% of
leadership team)
Look for talent
retention strategies

• UK market
attractiveness, “getting
access to 500m rather
than 60m with slowest
uptake of drugs in
Western Europe”

Look for which country
the EMA moves to

• Ability to conduct
international
symposiums

Look for increased
digital pilots that
remove physical
process
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Regulatory and legal requirements
From a regulatory and legal standpoint, life sciences companies will
want to plan for and take action in the following areas:
1. Regulatory strategy. Because the EMA is currently
headquartered in London, many international companies have
positioned their European regulatory operations in the UK. In
the event of a hard exit, the EMA will have to move, as will the
regulatory European centers of many of these companies.

2. Kmhhdq[`YafÕgo&From a supply chain perspective, the physical
Ögog^\jm_kZ]lo]]fl`]MCYf\l`]==9ogmd\Z]\]]e]\
importing or exporting, requiring new operating licenses and
quality controls.
3. Regulatory organization. Depending on what choices they make
regarding regulatory strategy and supply chain, life sciences
companies will likely need a new setup for their regulatory
gj_YfarYlagfk&Kh][aÕ[Yddq$l`]qeYqf]]\lgegn]h]ghd]&
Additionally, companies will have to rethink their contractual
agreements around pharmacovigilance (PV) and quality.

Regulatory questions to consider

Supply chain
(new physical/
d]_YdÕgok!

Regulatory
strategy

Strategic
• Where should the sponsor of
clinical trials be located?

New regulatory
organization

• Which entity should apply
for/hold the EU marketing
authorizations?
• Where should the medical
devices conformity
assessment be carried out?

Operational
• What is the impact on
operating (import/export)
licenses?
• What is the impact on quality
controls?

Organizational and contractual
• O`]j]k`gmd\l`]ImYdaÕ]\H]jkgf^gjH`YjeY[gna_adYf[]
(QPPV) be located?
• What is the impact on PV and quality agreements?
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4. Clinical trials. UK pharmaceutical companies may lose the
Z]f]Õlg^Ykaf_d]hjg[]kkYhhda[Ylagf^gjl`]aj[dafa[YdljaYdk
across Europe. If the UK chooses the soft exit option and remains
hYjlg^l`]==9$aleYq[gflafm]lgj]lYafl`]kYe]Z]f]Õlk
as Europe, meaning the centralized marketing authorization
procedure will continue to apply, and drugs that have been
approved in the UK will be approved across Europe as well.
If, however, the UK opts for a hard exit, there may be additional
controls that would have to be negotiated, which could slow
regulatory approvals.

5. IP rights, data privacy and contracts. Contract implications
will revolve around whether a Brexit clause would trigger
l]jeafYlagf&9ka_faÕ[Yflim]klagf^gjda^]k[a]f[]k[gehYfa]kak
whether Brexit would be considered a material adverse change
(MAC) clause in a transaction. In addition to renegotiating
contracts, life sciences companies will need to think about the
legal implications of IP rights (which could affect the parallel
market) and data privacy.

Legal questions to consider
IP rights

Data privacy

Contracts

Will the exhaustion of rights principle
continue to apply?
If not, what is the impact on parallel
trade?

Will the UK be an “adequate
jurisdiction”?
If not, what is the impact on crossborder transfers?

Are there any “Brexit” or similar
clauses triggering termination
rights?

Where should the company locate
the team in charge of prosecution
and maintenance of the EU
trademarks portfolio?

Where should the company locate
the “Main Establishment” under the
new EU Data Protection Regulation?

Which clauses are to be reviewed in
UK-UK/UK-EU contracts?
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Tax considerations
In terms of tax considerations, there are four broad areas life sciences
companies should be thinking about to plan accordingly.
1. Tariffs and trade: In the life sciences sector many products
are not subject to customs duty, and VAT is not usually a cost
provided that it is properly managed. There may, however, be an
increase in compliance costs in terms of customs declarations
and formalities as products cross between the UK and the EU.
2. Intra-EU tax reliefs: A number of EU directives currently
allow payments to be made between companies in different EU
countries without incremental tax cost. Companies will need
to review whether a hard or soft option would affect the tax
treatment of such payments coming into the UK. In many cases,
bilateral tax treaties exist between individual countries, and those
may remove some, but not necessarily all, of the tax costs.
As a result, these treaties may need to be reviewed on a caseby-case basis.

3. Tax policy: Given that the UK will want to continue promoting
investment, we expect to see an increase in tax incentives.
Before his resignation, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
George Osborne, pledged to lower the UK corporate tax rate
o below 15%. We expect the UK to continue to be very much
open for business as an R&D and commercial hub for the life
sciences sector.
4. Tax consequences of business restructuring: Whenever
business change happens, whether as a response to Brexit or
otherwise, the tax consequences need to be considered. For
example, when assets such as marketing authorizations are
transferred, could there be a tax cost to doing this? If hedging
arrangements are being put in place to manage foreign exchange
volatility, are these arrangements effective post tax? Whenever
ka_faÕ[Yflh]ghd]gj^mf[lagfkegn]lgYf]odg[Ylagf$l`gm_`l
needs to be given to whether this could give rise to a taxable
presence in that location or whether that affects access to tax
incentives changes.

Possible drivers of change

Possible business change

Commercial factors

• Relocating talent

Tax consequences

Transaction taxes

• Transferring assets (e.g.,
marketing authorizations)
Legal and regulatory factors

• J]kljm[lmjaf_h`qka[YdÖgo
of goods

Impact on taxable presence

• J]kljm[lmj]ljYfkY[lagfÖgok
• Changing legal structure
Incentives

Overall tax rate impact

Trade barriers

Impact on allocation of
lYpYZd]hjgÕl

Intra-EU tax exemptions

Impact on tax rate (e.g., access
to incentives)
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Adapting capital and transaction strategies to new uncertainties
:j]pal`YkY\\]\Yf]odYq]jg^[gehd]palqlgeYfY_]e]fl\][akagf%eYcaf_Yjgmf\l`]MCYf\l`]=M&:j]pal`YkYdkgYehdaÕ]\l`]`]Y\oaf\k
clients have already been facing. There are, however, some critical considerations that companies need to keep in mind from a capital strategy
perspective.

Brexit uncertainties
•

Trade terms

•

R&D costs, access

•

Foreign exchange rates, volatility

•

Tax policy

•

Talent mobility

•

Exit contagion (UK, EU)

Geopolitical and macroeconomic uncertainties
• Banking system stress (Italy)

• Global trade/protectionism

• Growth outlook for emerging markets, particularly China

• MK]d][lagfk

Business model disruptors
• K[a]flaÕ[Yf\e]\a[Ydhjg_j]kk
• Payer pressures on prices and contingent contract structures
• Fourth industrial revolution: digitalization, analytics, Al, loT, robotics
Core life sciences M&A drivers

Transaction enablers

• Growth imperative

• -;Ìk2[gfÕ\]f[]$[Yk`$[j]\al$[mjj]f[q$[geh]lalagf

• KljYl]_a[^g[mk

• K`Yj]`gd\]jk[jmlafq

• K[Yd]Yf\[gfkgda\Ylagf
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Preparing to play offense and defense
1. Rigorous scenario planning. In addition to considering the
“hard” and “soft” landing possibilities outlined above, managers
need to prepare for additional uncertainties. While capital
markets currently appear to view the primary Brexit effects as
localized to the UK, cascading possibilities such as additional
=M[gmfljq]palk$K[gldYf\Ìkk][]kkagf$Yf\hjgdgf_]\ZYfcaf_
system stress must be addressed. Another example: consider
l`]aehda[Ylagfk^gjZadYl]jYdMC%MKljY\]Y_j]]e]flkoal`YMK
electorate increasingly suspicious of free trade.
2. Re-optimizing business, therapeutic area and geographic
portfolios. Increased uncertainty and divergent growth rates
across major markets means the relative attractiveness — based
gfkljYl]_a[ÕlYf\ÕfYf[aYde]lja[kÈ`Yk[`Yf_]\^gjeYfq
portfolio elements. Companies should refresh their performance
outlook across the portfolio and update their divestiture watch

list of assets that no longer make sense to own. Conversely,
depressed valuations and exchange rate moves may provide
new opportunities to acquire the right targets to bolster existing
[YhYZadala]kYf\hgkalagf^gjYj][gfÕ_mj]\=mjgh]YfhdYqaf_Õ]d\
post-Brexit. The referendum’s aftermath may also have altered
the feasibility of pending transactions so new “white knights”
may appear.
3. 9\Yhl[YhalYdkljYl]_qYf\ÔfYf[aYdhdYffaf_& While treasury
groups will already be busy adjusting currency hedges and
rethinking optimal capital structure, managements need to
reconsider dividend and share repurchase policy. For example,
increased uncertainty and a fragmented European market
may require less leverage, additional cash cushions and more
working capital. Investors will need comfort that risks are being
managed as well as assurance that opportunities are being
pursued aggressively.

Construct scenarios around
key uncertainties

Re-optimize portfolios

Adapt capital strategy

Management workstreams
• Three of four robust scenarios

• Acquisition wish list

• Competitor analysis

• Divestiture watch list

• Counterparty risk assessment of creditors and partners

• Communication plans for investors, employees and partners

• Financial plans, including foreign exchange hedging and
revamping capital structure
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Life sciences is the strongest performing UK sector since the referendum
Life sciences

>LK=+-(2#,&(

EYjc]l[Yh2 Zf!
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10%
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10%
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7%
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6%
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5%
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4%

Technology

3%
3%

Capital Goods
Commercial and Professional Services
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*$-,(
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3%

Consumer Services

2%

Diversified Financials

100

1%

Telecommunication Services

117

(0)%

Insurance

106

(5)%

Banks

113

(8)%

Real Estate

211

(10)%

Retailing

53

(11)%

Transportation

(25)%

223

13%

Energy

Consumer Durables and Apparel

197

17%
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(15)%

31

(18)%
(20)%
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Bringing it all together – enterprise wide scenario planning, accessing commercial impact and plan for success
Scenarios
Step 1:K][mj]ÕfYf[af_
Financing
• ;Yk`ÖgoYf\daima\alq

• Review capex timing

• Working capital

• Convenants

• Consider future funding

• R&D grants

• Extend dept maturities

• Financing to ensure the business is stable in the two-year
negotiation period

• Banking relationships
• Currency hedging

Step 2: Assess major operational impacts
Customers

Trade and customs

Supplier/distributor

Workforce

Product/services

• Customer business
outlook

• Import and export
volumes

• Contractual position

• Employee status

• Extended supply chain

• Future skilled hires

• Contracts

• Tariffs

• Exchange rates

• Future unskilled hires

• Review volumes

• Non-tariff barriers

• Outsource contracts

• Review EC contracts

• Future skilled hires

• Outstanding bids

• Customs process

• Distributor
relationships

Step 3: Accounting and tax
Accounting

Tax

Risk and stakeholders

• Currency volatility and forex

• Risk management plan

• Disclosure and sensitivity
analysis

• Tax operating model and
transfer pricing

• Early warnings

• Going concern

• Opportunity to restructure/
move assets

• KlYc]`gd\]j[geemfa[Ylagfk

• Impact of longer-term tax
policy

• Future lobbying

• Hedge accounting

• Future NPD

Step 4: Risk, stakeholder and opportunities

• Asset valuations/impairment

• Regulatory reporting

• Implication of changes
in regulation on
current products

• Impact assessment
• Ethics

Opportunities
• Ability to consolidate
domestic competitors
• K[gh]lg[Yhlmj]nYdm]
from new ROW trade deals
• Hgl]flaYdlgZ]f]Õl^jge
distressed exits
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Digital disruption
Although the acceleration of digital, analytics and the Internet of
L`af_k AgL!Yj]fgl:j]pal%kh][aÕ[$l`]qYj]Yj]YklgoYl[`Yk:j]pal
unfolds. As digital technologies continue to disrupt business models,
Brexit may present opportunities across the board, from increases
in digital pilots that remove physical processes, thereby mitigating
trade barriers and tariffs, to acquisitions that take advantage of the
devalued British pound and boost digital capabilities.

Plan for all eventualities
As CEOs and their boards of directors consider both the opportunities
and the risks that Brexit presents, they would be wise to study a
number of scenarios. At a minimum, CEOs should be thinking about
af[j]Ykaf_l`]aj[gehYfa]kÌÖ]paZadalq$o`]l`]jalÌklYphdYffaf_$
supply chain or shared services. In the past, the trend was to become
Ykd]YfYf\]^Õ[a]flYkhgkkaZd]&:mlYlYlae]o`]f;=GkYj]mfYZd]
to predict what a business or a geographic portfolio is going to look
dac]gf]$l`j]]gjÕn]q]Yjk^jgefgo$l`]j]f]]\klgZ]ljY\]%g^^
Z]lo]]f]^Õ[a]f[qYf\Ö]paZadalq&
The other key to navigating a successful Brexit strategy is to
communicate. CEOs should be developing an open people
communication strategy for the next six to nine months.

This will mitigate very personal understandable fears. In such times
of uncertainty, building a strong enterprise-wide “Brexit Trust
quotient” is critical.
Ultimately, however, even as life sciences companies prepare for all
eventualities, there is a reality that they will have to, at least on some
d]n]d$^gddgol`]ÖgoYkl`]MCYf\=Mf]_glaYl]l`]ajkhdalYf\[dYjalq
appears. EY is in constant communication with regulators and tax
authorities as we continue working closely with our clients.

All things considered, time should be taken to prepare
In the short-term, life sciences businesses should avoid knee-jerk
reactions. Absent good data, decisions made in this period are as
likely to be good as they are bad. The focus should be on shoring
up the business and initiating the research and analysis to enable
strategic and operational decisions as we learn more about what
terms are negotiated by the UK Government and thus what precise
form Brexit will take.
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and
advisory services. The insights and quality services we
\]dan]j`]dhZmad\ljmklYf\[gfÕ\]f[]afl`][YhalYdeYjc]lk
and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding
leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our
stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a
better working world for our people, for our clients and for
our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or
egj]$g^l`]e]eZ]jÕjekg^=jfklQgmf_?dgZYdDaeal]\$
each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global
Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not
provide services to clients. For more information about our
organization, please visit ey.com.
How EY’s Global Life Sciences Sector can help your
business
Life sciences companies — from emerging start-ups to
multinational enterprises — face new challenges in a rapidly
changing health care ecosystem. Payers and regulators
are increasing scrutiny and accelerating the transition to
value and outcomes. Big data and patient-empowering
technologies are driving new approaches and enabling
transparency and consumerism. Players from other sectors
are entering health care, making collaborations increasingly
complex. These trends challenge every aspect of the life
sciences business model, from R&D to marketing. Our Global
Da^]K[a]f[]kK][lgjZjaf_klg_]l`]jYogjd\oa\]f]logjcÈ
more than 7,000 sector-focused assurance, tax, transaction
and advisory professionals — to anticipate trends, identify
their implications and develop points of view on responding
to critical issues. We can help you navigate your way forward
and achieve success in the new ecosystem.
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